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### Title:
**Rosendo Herrera vs. Rosendo Alba and Hon. Nimfa Cuesta-Vilches: Establishing Paternity
Through DNA Testing**

### Facts:
This case begins with the filing of  a petition for compulsory recognition,  support,  and
damages by thirteen-year-old Rosendo Alba, represented by his mother Armi Alba, against
Rosendo Herrera, wherein the petitioner denied paternity. The respondent moved to order
DNA paternity testing to abbreviate proceedings, supported by expert testimony on the
reliability of such tests. Herrera contested the motion, asserting a violation of his right
against self-incrimination and questioning the acceptability of DNA tests. The trial court
ordered the DNA testing. Herrera’s motion for reconsideration was denied, prompting an
appeal to the Court of Appeals, which affirmed the trial court’s orders. The petitioner then
sought review from the Supreme Court.

### Issues:
1. Whether DNA paternity testing is a valid and admissible method to determine filiation in
the Philippines.
2. Prerequisites for admitting DNA test results in paternity suits.
3. Whether ordering a DNA test violates the right against self-incrimination.

### Court’s Decision:
The  Supreme  Court  dismissed  the  petition,  affirming  the  appellate  and  trial  courts’
decisions. It clarified that the Family Code and Rules of Court do not limit evidence to
incriminating  verbal  and  written  acts  alone.  The  Court  recognized  DNA  analysis  as
scientifically valid evidence for paternity suits, provided that procedures for conducting
DNA tests follow prescribed standards. It specified that a DNA match does not automatically
establish paternity without a 99.9% Probability of Paternity and that DNA evidence not
meeting this threshold should serve as corroborative evidence. The Court also held that
taking DNA samples does not violate the right against self-incrimination, as the privilege
applies solely to testimonial evidence.

### Doctrine:
The Supreme Court established the admissibility of DNA testing in the jurisdiction as valid
evidence for paternity suits, setting specific standards and procedures for its application. It
ruled that compulsory DNA testing does not infringe on the right against self-incrimination,
as this right extends solely to testimonial compulsion.
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### Class Notes:
– **Paternity and Filiation Suits Procedure:**
– Prima facie case
– Affirmative defenses
– Presumption of legitimacy
– Physical resemblance
– **Evidence of Paternity:**
– Family Code Articles 175, 172
– Rule 130, Sections 39-40
– **DNA as Evidence:**
– Admissibility based on relevance and not exclusion by statute or rules.
– Must meet criteria for reliability and relevance to the fact in issue.
– 99.9% Probability of Paternity for a presumption of paternity.
– **Right Against Self-Incrimination:**
– Applies only to testimonial evidence, not to DNA samples.

### Historical Background:
This case signifies a pivotal moment in Philippine jurisprudence where the Supreme Court
recognized the admissibility and reliability of DNA testing in paternity and filiation cases,
aligning legal practice with advancements in science and technology. It underscores the
Court’s move towards integrating modern scientific methods in judicial processes to resolve
issues of paternity with greater accuracy and reliability.


